Abstract Incrementally executing model transformations offers several benefits such as updating target models in-place (instead of creating a new copy), as well as generally propagating changes faster (compared with complete re-execution). Active operations have been shown to offer performant OCL-based model transformation incrementality with useful properties like fine-grained change propagation, and the preservation of collection ordering. However, active operations have so far only been available as a Java library. This compels users to program at a relatively low level of abstraction, where most technical details are still present. Writing transformations at this level of abstraction is a tedious and error prone work. Using languages like Xtend alleviates some but not all issues.
Introduction
Incremental model transformation execution offers many advantages over batch (i.e., non-incremental) execution, such as faster change propagation. However, there are only few incremental model transformation approaches that really scale to complex transformations on large models, Viatra [VBH + 16] probably being the most wellknown. The approach used in Viatra is based on graph patterns and is quite different from approaches like ATL or QVT, which rely on OCL [Obj14] as navigation language. Each approach has its benefits, and it would be useful to have efficient incremental engines for all of them. Previous work [JB16] showed that active operations, which are an OCL-based approach to achieve fine-grained incremental execution, can be used to achieve performance similar to what is achievable with Viatra. However, active operations were used as a Java API from Xtend code. Consequently, low-level details were visible, and hindered the development and readability. In this paper, we present an approach that translates declarative ATL transformations into Java code that uses active operations in order to achieve efficient incremental execution of ATL transformations. We evaluate this approach on two public benchmarks, and show how incremental ATL can be used to support the definition of derived properties, which were not previously supported by any ATL implementation.
Section 2 presents the motivation for the incremental execution of ATL. The principles of how active operations achieve incrementality are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the main issues related to the translation of ATL code into active operations, while Section 5 describes our compiler. Our approach is evaluated in Section 6. Some related works are discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 gives some concluding remarks.
Motivation
This section briefly presents three applications of incremental execution: incremental queries, incremental transformations, and derived properties.
Incremental Queries. A model query (or simply query in the remainder of this paper) is typically used to compute a single value from a model. Such a query cannot make changes to a model, such as creating new model elements. With ATL, queries are expressed in OCL, and can compute values as simple as a single integer, but also any kind of OCL value such as a collection of elements. Computing complex queries can be expensive (in time, and memory usage), and can benefit from being performed incrementally. Indeed, the live contest of TTC 2018 (Transformation Tool Contest) consisted in implementing two such queries on specific social media models [Hin18] . Change propagation performance was then evaluated by executing these queries on models that were then changed multiple times to simulate user activity (e.g., adding comments to posts). In order to evaluate scalability, this was repeated on models of increasing size.
Incremental Transformations. A model transformation is typically used to create a set of new target models from a set of existing source models. There is no constraint on what these models may represent, only that they are defined using a modeling framework compatible with the transformation language used. In some situations, source models may change, triggering the need to compute updated target models. Sometimes it is enough to execute the transformation again, thus producing a new set of target models consistent with the changed source models. But there are cases in which it is necessary to update the target models produced by the transformation's first execution. This is for instance the case when a target model is actually a view displayed in a modeling tool. Computing a new model would not update what users see, whereas updating the existing view in place would. The incremental execution of the transformation can achieve this. Moreover, like queries, complex transformations can be expensive to execute. Executing them incrementally often provides a huge speed up over executing them fully after each source model change. The Viatra CPS (Cyber Physical System) to Deployment benchmark [Inc] specifies a small but non-trivial transformation along with tools to generate source models, source model changes, as well as reports, based on the MONDO-SAM framework [ISRV14] These tools can be used to compare the performance of transformation languages given implementations of the CPS to Deployment transformation in these languages.
Derived Properties. Some metaclass properties can be computed from other parts of the model like other properties of their owning metaclass, or properties of other metaclasses reachable from their owning metaclass. Such properties are called derived properties. OCL can be used to specify the value of a derived property based on other parts of its context model [Obj14, Section 7.3.7, page 9], for instance: This line of OCL code means that the property named name belonging to the metaclass named Node has type String, and must at all times be equal to the concatenation of the string 'node ' with the value of property id. However, the OCL specification does not state how and when derived properties should be computed. The notion of incremental query as presented above may be applied to the derivation expression, so that its value can then be automatically updated whenever the parts of the model on which it depends are changed. However, the resulting value must also be assigned to the derived property itself in such a way that the latter is updated along with the former. We evaluated derived properties in a transformation not presented in this paper but available on GitHub 1 .
Incrementality with Active Operations
In this section, we present how active operations make incremental transformations, as discussed in the previous section, possible.
Overview
Active operations were introduced in [BBBJ10] as a way to specify incremental queries. They operate on a concept of mutable value called box. A box can be observed, and every change is notified to each of its observers. There are several kinds of boxes mostly mirrored after the different kinds of OCL collections: Bag (also known as multiset), OrderedSet, Sequence, and Set. In addition to these collection boxes, there are also two kinds of singleton boxes: One, which always has a value, and Option, which may be empty, thus representing a kind of nullable value. In order to perform computations on such boxes, one must use active operations. Available active operations are inspired by OCL collection operations, for instance: collect, select, first. Non OCL operations are also supported for convenience, such as: zip, zipWith, groupBy. Each of these operations is equipped with change propagation algorithms. Not only can they compute their target values given their source values, but they can also update their target values when their source values change. By composing active operations, more complex expressions can be formed that are still able to update their target values upon source value changes. These expressions, especially the lambda expressions given to active operations, must be side effect free because propagation may basically trigger computations in arbitrary order. 
The second way (incremental propagation) consists in first applying op 1 followed by op 2 to value A, then applying update δ C , which may be written as:
which becomes, if we represent the propagation algorithms as functions, and replace δ C by its expression in terms of δ A , prop 1 , and prop 2 :
As these expressions show, propagation algorithms compose in the same way as regular operations, but operate on updates instead of operating on values. Note that some propagation algorithms require access to the source value in addition to the update, which could be represented as
This makes the situation slightly more complex, but does not change it significantly from what is explained above.
We call propagation graph the graph formed by values as nodes, and operations as edges. Because changes on source values can happen at any time, this propagation graph must be kept as long as one needs to be able to propagate changes.
Lifting Operations
Singleton mutable values are wrapped in boxes so that they can notify observers of changes to their internal values, even if these values are immutable (e.g., like instances of java.lang.Integer in Java). Standard operations on such values (e.g., addition of integers) must therefore be lifted into active operations: using collect for a single mutable value, or using zipWith for multiple mutable values. For instance, x + 1 where x is mutable becomes:
x−>collect(e | e + 1).
With two mutable values x, and y, x + y becomes:
where zipWith takes both x and y as source boxes, as well as a lambda expression to apply to their contents.
Current Implementation: AOF
The current active operation implementation is called AOF for Active Operations Framework. It is an online, or in memory, implementation of active operations that keeps the complete propagation graph in memory. This has the advantage of making it possible to propagate changes with reduced latency, but requires the propagation graph to fit in available memory.
AOF can operate on its own type of boxes, but it can also wrap mutable values provided by other libraries. For instance, it provides means to view the properties of EMF model elements as boxes on which active operations can be composed [JB16] . JavaFX 2 properties can also be viewed as boxes, which makes it possible to use AOFbased incremental transformations to visualize models graphically.
Translation from ATL to Active Operations
The previous section has presented how active operations can be used to specify incremental expressions. This section gives an overview of how ATL transformations can be expressed in terms of active operations.
OCL Expressions
The two main issues with the translation of OCL expressions into code using active operations are:
• Accessing model element properties. Each access to a property must be translated into the creation of a box from which active operations can be composed to form an expression. In this way, when the property value changes, the value of the whole expression will be updated.
• Dealing with mutable values. Some OCL expressions are immutable, like primitive type literals (e.g., Integers, Strings), and variables referring to contextual elements. But other values are mutable, like property accesses, and variables initialized using mutable expressions. Expressions that build on other expressions (e.g., operation or operator calls), must therefore be able to deal with both mutable and immutable values.
Dealing with both immutable and mutable values requires being able to rewrite all expressions building on other expressions depending on their mutability. This includes operation lifting discussed in Section 3.3, but also specific kinds of expressions like if−then−else−endif. In order to appropriately rewrite these expressions, knowing whether they are mutable or not is crucial. This can be achieved by analyzing the mutability status of every expression. Leaf expressions are known to be either mutable or immutable, and compound expressions are mutable as soon as one of their nested expressions is mutable.
Refining Mode
Refining mode ATL transformations are used to perform relatively small changes on models. However, this objective had to be reconciled with the basic semantics of ATL, which only considers read-only source models, and write-only target models. The original refining mode execution strategy consisted in automatically copying all parts of a model that were not explicitly matched by transformation rules. This way, the write-only target model is a slightly modified copy of the read-only source model. This copy strategy is trivially compatible with incremental execution because it is basically equivalent to explicitly writing a copy rule for every element that does not need to be transformed. For the same reason, its usefulness is limited to reducing size of the transformation code, which can actually be achieved via another technique: module superimposition [WVDSD10] . Moreover, copying whole models can be quite costly when performed on large ones. This is why a new in place execution strategy was designed [TMJC11] , and implemented in the current version of ATL. It consists of two phases: 1) first computing all changes that must be performed on the model without actually touching it, and 2) applying these changes. Every OCL expression is thus evaluated on the original unchanged source model, which remains compatible with the ATL semantics. We therefore decided to look into the problem of marrying incrementality with an in place refining strategy. The core issue is that incremental in place updates can result in propagation cycles, for instance if two properties are computed from each other. Repeated in place updates are naturally supported by other approaches like graph transformation [Hec06] but not by active operations. We could define some kind of fixpoint semantics, but this would basically turn ATL into a search tool, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Instead, we elected to only consider refining transformations that do not involve cycles.
Proof of Concept Compiler: ATOL
The previous section has presented how ATL transformations can be translated into code that uses active operations. In order to evaluate this approach, we created ATOL: a proof of concept compiler from ATL to Java code that uses AOF.
Objectives and Trade-offs
The main reason that motivated the development of ATOL was to make it possible to evaluate the performance and expressiveness of our approach. We chose to compile ATL code into Java code instead of writing an ATL interpreter in Java in order to get better performance. However, developing a full-fledged ATL compiler is not trivial, and would require more resources than were available to us. We therefore had to accept some trade-offs between full ATL support and development cost. We decided to develop a proof of concept implementation focused on the subset of ATL necessary to achieve good performance. For instance, in order to achieve acceptable performance, standard rule selection requires more advanced static analysis than we have implemented so far. Therefore, ATOL only supports unique lazy rules. Moreover, in order to further simplify static analysis of ATL code, metamodel properties with colliding names must be used with a numeric disambiguation suffix when performing an implicit collect. These and other trade-offs prevent many existing ATL transformation from compiling unmodified with ATOL, but do not impact the validity of the evaluation performed in this paper.
Metamodel Representation
A model transformation must have means to access its source and target models and metamodels. There are three main aspects to consider:
• Type introspection is required to test whether a given model element has a given metaclass for type. This is not only used in OCL to support the oclIsKindOf, and oclIsTypeOf operations, but also in ATL to check which rule matches a given element.
• Element creation is necessary so that transformation rules can create their target elements.
• Property access is used both to navigate source models, but also to initialize target element properties. In order to use active operations, a mechanism to obtain boxes associated to properties of elements is required.
Moreover, in order to support different kinds of models, the compiler must not have dependencies to a specific modeling framework like EMF. The metamodel representation used by ATOL takes all these requirements into account. Listing 1 gives a Java code excerpt of the class representing the simple metamodel from Figure 2 . Each metaclass has a corresponding field with the same name (e.g., see line 2), and type IMetaClass, which is an interface offering type introspection using an isInstance method, and element creation with a newInstance method. This interface takes a type parameter for the same reason that java.lang.Class does: so that the Java compiler can perform some type checking, for instance on the return value of the newInstance method. Furthermore, each metaclass property is captured by two methods: a field access method, and a navigation method. The field access method of property id is shown at line 3. It takes an instance of the metaclass as parameter, and returns an AOF boxed value. The name of this field access method is formed by prefixing an underscore to the name of the field. This is of no consequence for ATOL, but is useful when writing Xtend helpers: these methods can be used as extension methods 3 , but their names would collide with the actual EMF accessor methods without the prefix. The navigation method (e.g., see line 6) takes a box of instances of the metaclass or one of its children, and returns a box. These navigation methods may be used to support the implicit collect navigation offered by OCL, but may also simply be used to access properties of mutable singleton values. Such metamodel representation classes can be written manually, which makes it possible to use any kind of model. For EMF support, we have implemented an Xtend active annotation 4 : AOFAccessors. It takes as argument the class generated by EMF from the metamodel package, and automatically generates the Java code of the metamodel representation class. Thus, a user only has to write the code of Listing 2 to automatically obtain the code of Listing 1.
Listing 1 -Java class representing metamodel A generated from the metamodel of Figure 2 and the Xtend Class of Listing 2 
Compilation Process
There are multiple possible ways to generate Java code from ATL code. Developing a standalone compiler would reduce the number of required dependencies. However, it would be necessary to write plugins for such a compiler in order to integrate it into development environments, and build systems. Therefore, we elected to follow the same approach used to generate the metamodel representation class presented above: an Xtend active annotation, which we called @ATOLGen. Figure 3 shows the overall ATOL compilation process in three steps denoted by circled numbers:
• First, given an Xtend file A2B.xtend like the one of Listing 3 with the @ATOLGen annotation, the Xtend compiler calls the corresponding annotation processor called ATOLGenProcessor.
• Second, this annotation processor reads the annotation arguments, which in- clude the path to an ATL transformation file A2B.atl like the one of Listing 4, and a list of the metamodels used in the transformation.
• Third, it then proceeds to parse this ATL file, and generate the Java code corresponding to the translation of the ATL rules, and helpers, resulting in a file A2B.java like the one of Listing 5.
The second argument to the @ATOLGen annotation is the list of metamodels (see lines 2-3 of Listing 3). Each metamodel argument has a name, which must be the same as in the ATL file, and an implementation (impl) of a metamodel representation class, which must follow the scheme presented in Section 5.2. The ATOL compiler generates immutable tuple classes for the source and target patterns of each rule (lines 2-9 of Listing 5). These tuple classes are used to package source and target elements so that they can be stored in a hash map implementing the transformation trace. Each unique lazy rule is also translated into a method (see lines 10-11 of Listing 5) that can be called from external Java code. ATL helpers like the one at lines 9-10 of Listing 4 are transformed into a method computing the helper (see lines 13-15 of Listing 5), as well as a navigation method (see lines 16-18 of Listing 5). This is similar to how properties are represented in the metamodel representation class. Finally, users can also write helpers in Xtend (e.g., see lines 6-8 of Listing 3), which the Xtend compiler translates into Java code (e.g., see lines 19-21 of Listing 5). This makes it possible to call any Java code from the ATL transformation. Listing 5 -Example Java code generated from the transformation in Listing 4, and corresponding declaration in Listing 3
Evaluation on Case Studies
The ATOL compiler presented in the previous section makes it possible to evaluate our approach on the case studies mentioned in Section 2. Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 respectively present the results of the TTC 2018 live contest benchmark, and the Viatra CPS to Deployment benchmark. Section 6.3 gives an example of using ATL to define derived properties.
TTC2018 Social Network Queries
The case study, presented in [Hin18] , defines a social network metamodel along with two queries Q1 and Q2. The corresponding benchmark code is available on GitHub 5 . We focus here on the first query: Q1. Listing 6 gives the code of our ATL implementation of this query. Note that during the TTC 2018 live contest we submitted an Xtend implementation using AOF [BJLCT18] , with O(n) propagation time complexity, which we later optimized to O(log(n)). The incremental ATL solution presented here was created later from that optimized solution, once the ATOL compiler sup-ported the necessary features. The performance results were presented in [BJLCT18] , and they show that the incremental ATL solution is as efficient as the Xtend-based one. This is not surprising considering that both use the same AOF back-end, but it still shows that the compilation from ATL code does not impact performance significantly. More recent results can be obtained from a specific GitHub repository 6 . Listing 6 -ATL implementation of query Q1 from the TTC2018 live contest [Hin18] There are two main differences between the code of Listing 6, and the original ATL implementation we submitted during the live contest (see [BJLCT18, Listing 1]). First, ATOL does not support the rarely used ATL query syntax yet, only modules and libraries. We therefore used a library, and simply call the compiled topPosts helper from Java code. Second, the set of all comments was computed with a recursive helper in our original ATL solution, which was inefficient. We changed it into a call to allContents, an operation that retrieves all elements of a given type contained in a given element. This is basically equivalent to calling EMF's eAllContents operation followed by a select filtering by type, but incremental, and optimized for performance.
Viatra CPS to Deployment Transformation
This case study has already been used to evaluate AOF [JB16] , showing that it basically scaled as well as Viatra. However, the transformation was written by hand in Xtend. We have now implemented this case study in ATL, and used the ATOL compiler to execute it with AOF as backend. The source code of this implementation is available on GitHub 7 with full benchmark execution results also available on GitHub 8 . Note that apart from the reference batch Viatra implementation, we only executed the incremental solutions integrated in the benchmark. Figure 4a shows execution time of the initial transformation of the publish-subscribe scenario 9 . None of the evaluated solution is parallelized, but all can benefit from the parallel garbage collector provided by the Java virtual machine. The Java heap size was forced for all executions to be 130 GB. Manually written AOF transformation used from Xtend (INCR AOF), and AOF transformation generated from ATL code (INCR ATL) have a slight advantage over incremental Viatra implementations (i.e., the other implementations starting with INCR ), but basically scale similarly. The incremental Viatra implementations timed out before producing solutions at scale 16384, which may be due to their slightly higher memory demand triggering too many garbage collections. Figure 4b shows propagation time for the same scenario. Performance of the AOFbased implementations fall between the incremental Viatra implementations, and do not achieve the same performance as the best ones. However, the trends seem similar. The ATL implementation is slower than the AOF/Xtend one, which is probably due to an overhead introduced by compilation that we have not been able to track yet. As discussed in [JB16] , specific non-OCL operations were required for optimization purpose like an incremental implementation of groupBy.
Derived Properties
In ATL, values are assigned to properties via bindings, which are written using a right to left arrow with a property name on the left, and an OCL expression on the right. In the standard execution mode of ATL, the property must belong to a target model element, whereas the expression must be computed from source model elements only. However, with ATL's refining execution mode, the target and source models may conceptually be the same model, and actually are with the in place execution strategy, as discussed in Section 4.2. It is therefore possible to use the refining mode in order to compute a property from other parts of the model, as long as there are no cyclic dependencies. Listing 7 gives an example transformation that refines a model conforming to metamodel MM (line 2) by specifying how property derivedProperty of metaclass Metaclass is computed using someExpression. This is more verbose than using OCL for this purpose, but has the advantage of having the precise semantics given by active operations, whereas OCL does not state how and when derived properti should be computed. If using EMF, the derived property must not be declared as derived so that the refining transformation can bind an incremental value to it. In addition to being automatically updated, the derived property will also generate notifications when it is modified, which is especially useful if it is used in a downstream transformation, or in a user interface. in collections, whereas Viatra cannot. The micromapping approach to QVT execution has made some progress [Wil17] , but has only been shown to work on simpler benchmarks. YAMTL [Bor18a] is a recently developed transformation language defined as an Xtend internal DSL. This is similar to the approach we used in our previous work [JB16] to write incremental transformations using AOF, while benefiting from a user friendly syntax that Xtend makes possible (notably via extension methods, and operator overloading). A batch YAMTL implementation of the CPS to Deployment transformation was integrated into the Viatra benchmark, but the incremental version has not been integrated yet as of writing this paper, which is why it does not appear in Figures 4a  and 4b . The results obtained by YAMTL on the TTC 2018 live contest [Bor18b] are similar to the one we obtained [BJLCT18] .
Our approach to make ATL incremental is not the first, and there are several other proposed ATL runtimes that support incremental transformations. [JT10, MTD17] present incremental ATL engines. Both keep track of which properties of source models are used in bindings in order to be able to recompute them whenever an update occurs on the source. Both support only a limited subset of ATL, namely the declarative part of ATL. The exact subset of ATL that is supported by each approach is not exactly the same. For instance, [MTD17] supports lazy evaluation of nonlazy rules, whereas both [JT10] and our approach do not support it. Unlike [MTD17, JT10] , our approach supports incremental refining in-place transformation, which can be used to compute derived properties.
Interested readers can refer to [KBC + 18, KEK + 13] for a more comprehensive survey of existing incremental transformation techniques.
Conclusion
This paper has presented our approach to achieve efficient incremental ATL transformation execution. We show that active operations, when used as a back-end for ATL, make it possible to achieve performance similar to state of the art Viatra, but with an OCL-based language. The ATOL compiler that we developed to evaluate our approach needs more work in order to support a larger subset of ATL, but it can already be useful. We deliberatly limited the support of ATL to what was necessary to write the transformations showcased in the article and prove that active operations could be used to execute ATL transformations. Section 4.2 mentioned propagation cycles in incremental transformations. Active operations cannot be used in such cyclic transformations. We partly overcame this limitation in [LCCJS19] , in which we presented an approach that leverages the extensibility of the ATOL compiler so as to support mixing classic ATL with constraints declarations. These constraints can be used instead of bindings when cyclic relations are required. We plan to work on furthering the integration of active operations and constraints, and to use ATOL for this purpose.
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